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String theory is yet to make a verifiable
quantitative prediction for the real world.  
It is about time we change that!  In this talk
I would like to present some work we have done
which takes a modest step in that direction.

We study realization of GUTs in the context of 
F-theory and find novel ways, not available in the 
context of heterotic strings, or perturbative type II
strings to realize GUTs.  Moreover these new
ingredients allow us to solve some of the most 
difficult puzzles for a GUT phenomenology. 
Typically one ingredient solves a few problems at
once!  Our main assumption is that M_GUT and 
M_Planck dynamics decouple.  Technically this 
means that we can in principle take M_Planck to
infinity, while fixing M_GUT.  This dramatically
cuts down the allowed possibilities to a finite set!



Given the limited time available, let me first present the main results 
before getting into details:  

1-The minimal F-theory GUT comes from a unique class of models, 
which although it has some discrete choices and continuous parameters
to adjust, it is sufficiently robust that it leads to specific predictions.
This proceeds through an SU(5) GUT in 8d, broken to MSSM group
in 4d, by internal U(1) hypercharge flux (a mechanism not available
to heterotic strings).   The non-minimal GUTs have to go
through a flipped GUT scenario.  In particular we also study a flipped 
SU(5) GUT in 4d arising from SO(10) gauge symmetry in 8d.

2-Matter and Higgs arise on Riemann surfaces in the internal geometry.  
They are distinguished by the condition of whether the net U(1) flux 
through them vanish or not.  This can be used to solve the doublet-triplet 
splitting problem.

3- problem solved by having H_u and H_d on distinct matter curves.
If they do not intersect we find      =0.  If they do intersect in one scenario
we find a hierachically small



4- Naturally light neutrinos via two distinct mechanisms--

A) Dirac neutrino masses, with 
(same mechanism which solves the       problem).

B) Modified seesaw like mechanism with light neutrinos 
and heavy neutrinos at about . 

5-Dangerous proton violating terms suppressed through a related 
mecahanism which solves the doublet-triplet splitting problem.

6-Explanation of why mass relations within a generation are not exact but 
work best for the massive generation.  This mechanism uses the 
Aharanov-Bohm effect in the internal geometry.



7- Supersymmetry can be communicated through gauge mediation mechanism.
The same mechanism which solves the       problem, and provides light
neutrino masses, can also lead to small mass for messenger fields. 

8-Various mechanism can in principle be used to produce texture for 
Yukawa couplings.  Most natural is to use discrete symmetries in the 
internal geometry which is automatically available for us.  In fact the maximal
discrete symmetry group available is the Weyl group of E8.



The organization for the rest of this talk is as follows:

- Review F-theory compactifications leading to N=1 supersymmetry in 
4d

- The condition for decoupling gravity dynamics from GUT dynamics

- Gauge symmetry breaking mechanisms and the U(1) hypercharge 
flux

- The minimal SU(5)/MSSM GUT model

- Solution to doublet triplet splitting problem,       problem, dangerous
Baryon violating operators and violation of mass relations for light 
generations

-Neutrino masses



Review of  N=1 Review of  N=1 CompactificationsCompactifications of Fof F--theorytheory

Recall that FRecall that F--theory is a strong coupling completion of type IIBtheory is a strong coupling completion of type IIB
superstrings.  In order to obtain N=1 superstrings.  In order to obtain N=1 supersymmetrysupersymmetry in 4 dimensions in 4 dimensions 
we need to consider elliptic we need to consider elliptic CalabiCalabi--YauYau 44--folds (with a section) wherefolds (with a section) where
the 6 dimensional base of elliptic the 6 dimensional base of elliptic fibrationfibration is the visible geometry to IIB. is the visible geometry to IIB. 
Moreover on Moreover on codimensioncodimension 2 subspaces, where the elliptic 2 subspaces, where the elliptic fibrationfibration

degenerates, i.e. 8 dimensional degenerates, i.e. 8 dimensional supspacessupspaces of of spacetimespacetime, we get, we get
the 7the 7--branes.  The type of the gauge group they lead to dependsbranes.  The type of the gauge group they lead to depends
on the nature of the elliptic singularity and in this way we canon the nature of the elliptic singularity and in this way we can
naturally obtain Anaturally obtain A--DD--E gauge symmetries in 8 dimensions (4d internalE gauge symmetries in 8 dimensions (4d internal
geometry).  On loci where two 7geometry).  On loci where two 7--branes intersect, i.e. in 6 dimensions, branes intersect, i.e. in 6 dimensions, 
(Riemann surfaces in the internal (Riemann surfaces in the internal geomtrygeomtry) we get matter fields.  On loci) we get matter fields.  On loci
where triple 7where triple 7--branes intersect, i.e. points in the internal geometry,branes intersect, i.e. points in the internal geometry,
we get Yukawa couplings:  So we obtain a dimensional hierarchy owe get Yukawa couplings:  So we obtain a dimensional hierarchy off
structure:structure:

10d   10d   Gravity                    (6d internal) Gravity                    (6d internal) 
77--brane                       8d    brane                       8d    Gauge Theory        (4d internal)Gauge Theory        (4d internal)
2x72x7--brane                   6d    brane                   6d    Matter Fields           (2d internal)  Matter Fields           (2d internal)  
3x73x7--brane                   4d    brane                   4d    Yukawa Couplings  (0d internal)Yukawa Couplings  (0d internal)



INTERNAL GEOMETRY FOR FINTERNAL GEOMETRY FOR F--THEORY:THEORY:



11--The type of gauge symmetry is, as we have already noted, AThe type of gauge symmetry is, as we have already noted, A--DD--EE
(we can in principle get non(we can in principle get non--simply laced, but we would not need them)simply laced, but we would not need them)

22--The matter arises by local The matter arises by local HiggsingHiggsing:  When two 7:  When two 7--Branes meetBranes meet
on a Riemann surface, there is a local enhancement of gauge symmon a Riemann surface, there is a local enhancement of gauge symmetryetry
on the Riemann surface which dictates the matter structure:  Typon the Riemann surface which dictates the matter structure:  Typicallyically
if the 7if the 7--brane meets one additional 7brane meets one additional 7--brane, we obtain an enhancementbrane, we obtain an enhancement

G (rank r)  G (rank r)  GG’’ (rank r+1) on Riemann surface(rank r+1) on Riemann surface

Moreover the matter that arises on the Riemann surface corresponMoreover the matter that arises on the Riemann surface correspondsds
to the to the adjointadjoint decomposition of Gdecomposition of G’’ in G.   This means we only get veryin G.   This means we only get very
restrictive type of matter:restrictive type of matter:

For example, for SU(N) we can only get matter in fundamental andFor example, for SU(N) we can only get matter in fundamental and rank 2rank 2
antisymmetricantisymmetric tenstortenstor matter:matter:



For SO(2N) we get matter in fundamentals only.   For a few For SO(2N) we get matter in fundamentals only.   For a few 
exceptional SO(2N) which embed in exceptional SO(2N) which embed in E_kE_k we can also get matter in the we can also get matter in the 
spinorspinor (this includes SO(10) (this includes SO(10) spinorspinor 16).16).



Yukawa couplings, arise from one further enhancement in rank:Yukawa couplings, arise from one further enhancement in rank:
Moreover the matter curves will be on the same Moreover the matter curves will be on the same branebrane oror
different ones, depending on whether the matter is neutraldifferent ones, depending on whether the matter is neutral
or not under the gauge symmetry the or not under the gauge symmetry the branebrane carries.carries.

For SU(N) in general we get interactions involving:For SU(N) in general we get interactions involving:

These are familiar from These are familiar from perturbativeperturbative branesbranes and and orientifoldorientifold construction,construction,
For the special case of SU(5) we get another interaction not avaFor the special case of SU(5) we get another interaction not availableilable
for for perturbativeperturbative DD--branesbranes: : 

Through E6 enhancementThrough E6 enhancement——not available in  pert. Dnot available in  pert. D--branebrane constructions.constructions.





Without making any further assumptions, the landscape is unwieldWithout making any further assumptions, the landscape is unwieldy.y.
We make one assumption, which we think is reasonable and cuts doWe make one assumption, which we think is reasonable and cuts downwn
the allowed possibilities to a finite manageable set:  The assumthe allowed possibilities to a finite manageable set:  The assumptionption
is that GUT dynamics is decoupled from that of Planck.  What we is that GUT dynamics is decoupled from that of Planck.  What we taketake
this to mean is that we are in a this to mean is that we are in a compactificationcompactification class where at leastclass where at least
in principle we could take in principle we could take M_PlanckM_Planck to infinity keeping M_GUT fixed.to infinity keeping M_GUT fixed.
The fact that this is natural is reinforced by the fact that typThe fact that this is natural is reinforced by the fact that typical GUTical GUT
models are asymptotically free, and can be decoupled from gravitmodels are asymptotically free, and can be decoupled from gravity.y.

This implies that the 7This implies that the 7--brane which carries the GUT group must bebrane which carries the GUT group must be
wrapped on a 4wrapped on a 4--cycle of the cycle of the CalabiCalabi--YauYau that can be shrunk.  Thisthat can be shrunk.  This
can only happen if the this is a complex surface with positive fcan only happen if the this is a complex surface with positive firstirst
ChernChern class, leading to positive curvature.  In particular this meansclass, leading to positive curvature.  In particular this means
that that the 7the 7--brane is on a del brane is on a del PezzoPezzo.  All del .  All del PezzoPezzo’’ss are connected (byare connected (by
changing sizes of spheres) to the highest rank del changing sizes of spheres) to the highest rank del PezzoPezzo, which is dP8, which is dP8
(P^2 blown up at 8 points).  Thus we have narrowed the geometry(P^2 blown up at 8 points).  Thus we have narrowed the geometry
of the 7of the 7--brane to a single geometry!  There are only a finitebrane to a single geometry!  There are only a finite
number of parameters dictating its shape and size.number of parameters dictating its shape and size.



How to Higgs the GUT Group to MSSM:  U(1) Hypercharge FluxHow to Higgs the GUT Group to MSSM:  U(1) Hypercharge Flux

It turns out that It turns out that HiggsingHiggsing the GUT group to MSSM is a major challengethe GUT group to MSSM is a major challenge
in string theory.  This is because the most typical scenario, nain string theory.  This is because the most typical scenario, namelymely
the  the  adjointadjoint representation Higgs field is not available. representation Higgs field is not available. The way The way HiggsingHiggsing
is achieved typically in is achieved typically in heteroticheterotic strings is by turning on discretestrings is by turning on discrete
Wilson lines.  However this is not generically allowed, as the Wilson lines.  However this is not generically allowed, as the relaventrelavent

CalabiCalabi--YauYau may not have a nonmay not have a non--trivial fundamental group.trivial fundamental group.
In our case, i.e. the relevant part of the gauge geometry being In our case, i.e. the relevant part of the gauge geometry being del del PezzoPezzo,,
this is not allowed, as the fundamental group is trivial!  So hothis is not allowed, as the fundamental group is trivial!  So how can wew can we
Higgs say Higgs say SU(5)          SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)?SU(5)          SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)? The most obvious The most obvious 
answer is:  Use an internal flux in the U(1) hypercharge subgrouanswer is:  Use an internal flux in the U(1) hypercharge subgroup ofp of
SU(5)!  SU(5)!  This simple idea is not allowed in This simple idea is not allowed in heteroticheterotic string!string! In In heteroticheterotic stringsstrings
if one uses this U(1) flux, it if one uses this U(1) flux, it higgseshiggses the hypercharge, due to Greenthe hypercharge, due to Green--SchwarzSchwarz
mechanism.  However it turns out mechanism.  However it turns out this is allowed in the context of Fthis is allowed in the context of F--theorytheory
without without HiggsingHiggsing the U(1)! (similar to a mechanism uncovered bythe U(1)! (similar to a mechanism uncovered by
BuicanBuican et.alet.al.):  The U(1) flux which is non.):  The U(1) flux which is non--trivial on the 7trivial on the 7--brane brane worldvolumeworldvolume
can be trivial in the base of the Fcan be trivial in the base of the F--theory (and in some sense in many casestheory (and in some sense in many cases
it automatically is!).  Thus we have a new simple way to Higgs tit automatically is!).  Thus we have a new simple way to Higgs the GUThe GUT
group:  group:  The internal magnetic flux of hypercharge The internal magnetic flux of hypercharge higgseshiggses GUT to MSSM!GUT to MSSM!



In particular if we have a U(1) flux on the 7In particular if we have a U(1) flux on the 7--brane S, as long asbrane S, as long as
the flux is trivial in the background base B, then U(1) is not the flux is trivial in the background base B, then U(1) is not HiggsedHiggsed..
Moreover, this is very easy to satisfy because Moreover, this is very easy to satisfy because supersymmetrysupersymmetry requiresrequires
the U(1) flux to be orthogonal to the U(1) flux to be orthogonal to KahlerKahler class,class,

And this makes this mechanism very natural.And this makes this mechanism very natural.

Note that if the Base of the FNote that if the Base of the F--theory is of the form theory is of the form 

then this is not allowed:  The flux in S is not trivial in B.then this is not allowed:  The flux in S is not trivial in B.
Indeed this is exactly why this does not work for Indeed this is exactly why this does not work for heteroticheterotic string: string: 
The FThe F--theory geometries dual to theory geometries dual to heteroticheterotic string require such a geometrystring require such a geometry
(because F(because F--theory on elliptic K3 fibered over      is dual to theory on elliptic K3 fibered over      is dual to heteroticheterotic
strings on           ) .strings on           ) .





A Minimal SU(5) GUT in FA Minimal SU(5) GUT in F--thoerythoery



Note that the number of 4d matters in a given representation comNote that the number of 4d matters in a given representation cominging
from a matter curve is dictated by the zero modes of the Dirac ofrom a matter curve is dictated by the zero modes of the Dirac operatorperator
coupled to gauge fields living on the coupled to gauge fields living on the branesbranes. . MoeoverMoeover the correspondingthe corresponding
Yukawa couplings come from the product of the zero mode wave funYukawa couplings come from the product of the zero mode wave functionsctions
on the intersection point:on the intersection point:



Resolution of PuzzlesResolution of Puzzles

How could it be that light Higgs How could it be that light Higgs multipletsmultiplets in 4d have no light triplet partners?in 4d have no light triplet partners?
How could the 5How could the 5 2 without a trace for the light triplet 3, where at the same2 without a trace for the light triplet 3, where at the same
time the matter time the matter multipletsmultiplets come in complete representations?come in complete representations?

Answer:Answer: The observed 4d light modes correspond to zero modesThe observed 4d light modes correspond to zero modes
of the Dirac operator coupled to internal gauge fields.  If theof the Dirac operator coupled to internal gauge fields.  If the
net hypercharge flux on the matter curves do not vanish, the zernet hypercharge flux on the matter curves do not vanish, the zero modeso modes
(the light particles) do not form complete (the light particles) do not form complete multipletsmultiplets.  Thus the Higgs.  Thus the Higgs
is coming from a curve where there is nonis coming from a curve where there is non--trivial hypercharge flux,trivial hypercharge flux,
and the matter and the matter multipletsmultiplets come from curves with zero net flux.come from curves with zero net flux.



Why is it that the mass of the particles  in a given generation Why is it that the mass of the particles  in a given generation do notdo not
satisfy the relations obtained from GUT, except for the heavy thsatisfy the relations obtained from GUT, except for the heavy thirdird
generation (leading to                              at the GUT sgeneration (leading to                              at the GUT scale)?cale)?

Answer:Answer: The matter The matter multipletmultiplet couples to U(1) hypercharge flux. Evencouples to U(1) hypercharge flux. Even
though the net U(1) flux on the curve vanishes, there is no reasthough the net U(1) flux on the curve vanishes, there is no reasonon
(and one can show it is not true) that the B(and one can show it is not true) that the B--field of the U(1)field of the U(1)
hypercharge flux is identically zero on the curve.  Therefore hypercharge flux is identically zero on the curve.  Therefore differentdifferent
elements of the elements of the multipletmultiplet which have which have differenetdifferenet hypercharges willhypercharges will
experience different amounts of experience different amounts of decoherencedecoherence due to due to AharanovAharanov--BohmBohm
phase shiftsphase shifts and this affects the mass relations, because the Yukawa and this affects the mass relations, because the Yukawa 

couplings come from the product of the wave functions which now couplings come from the product of the wave functions which now have have 
no reason to be the same in a given no reason to be the same in a given multipletmultiplet.  .  The smaller the size of the The smaller the size of the 
matter curve, one can show the smaller the Bmatter curve, one can show the smaller the B--field has to befield has to be, and thus, and thus
the mass relations would be better satisfied for smaller curves.the mass relations would be better satisfied for smaller curves. On the On the 
other hand the Yukawa couplings which dictate the masses are invother hand the Yukawa couplings which dictate the masses are inverselyersely
proportional to the size of the curve, and proportional to the size of the curve, and thus the smaller the curvethus the smaller the curve
the more massivethe more massive.  Thus we expect the most massive generation to.  Thus we expect the most massive generation to
best satisfy the mass relation anticipated in the nabest satisfy the mass relation anticipated in the naïïve GUT models.ve GUT models.



How is the     problem solved, in other words, why is the HiggsHow is the     problem solved, in other words, why is the Higgs
field so light compared to the GUT scale?  How to avoid the field so light compared to the GUT scale?  How to avoid the 
dangerous Baryon violating terms?dangerous Baryon violating terms?

Answer:Answer: If the If the H_uH_u and and H_dH_d matter come from distinct curves the matter come from distinct curves the 
dangerous dimension 5 baryon violating terms can be avoided. dangerous dimension 5 baryon violating terms can be avoided. 

This separation can also be used to solve the       problem in tThis separation can also be used to solve the       problem in two wo 
potential ways:potential ways:



A)A) The The H_uH_u and and H_dH_d curves simply do not meet and thus there is nocurves simply do not meet and thus there is no
Yukawa coupling that could give it  mass, and thus they are Yukawa coupling that could give it  mass, and thus they are masslessmassless..

One can show this is protected from receiving quantum correctionOne can show this is protected from receiving quantum corrections.  In s.  In 
such a scenario such a scenario supersymmetrysupersymmetry breaking would have to induce the       term.breaking would have to induce the       term.

B) The second scenario is more attractive because B) The second scenario is more attractive because it can predictit can predict
the weak scale due to the hierarchy between M_GUT and the weak scale due to the hierarchy between M_GUT and M_PlanckM_Planck!!
Suppose the Suppose the H_uH_u and and H_dH_d matter curves are on distinct curves that domatter curves are on distinct curves that do
meet.  Then automatically there is a Yukawa coupling with a mattmeet.  Then automatically there is a Yukawa coupling with a matterer
curve which is neutral relative to the GUT group and is normal tcurve which is neutral relative to the GUT group and is normal to theo the
del del PezzoPezzo.  Thus the     term would be related to the .  Thus the     term would be related to the vevvev of theof the
field it intersects and the Yukawa coupling.  field it intersects and the Yukawa coupling.  



The mass scale for the The mass scale for the vevvev is naturally of the order of GUTis naturally of the order of GUT---- one canone can
show that it is of the order of show that it is of the order of 

which is just slightly below the GUT scale.  The question then iwhich is just slightly below the GUT scale.  The question then is what the s what the 
Yukawa coupling is.  This is proportional to the product of the Yukawa coupling is.  This is proportional to the product of the wave functionswave functions
at the intersection point.  But this can be naturally small by at the intersection point.  But this can be naturally small by the followingthe following

reason:   reason:   

Since the del Since the del PezzoPezzo is positively curved (with curvatureis positively curved (with curvature
then the Ricci flatness of the then the Ricci flatness of the CalabiCalabi--YauYau demands that the normal demands that the normal 
Directions to it be highly negatively curved                    Directions to it be highly negatively curved                    .  Thus.  Thus
when we solve for all the singlet matter wave functions on the nwhen we solve for all the singlet matter wave functions on the normal ormal 
Matter curves, they hare naturally suppressed:Matter curves, they hare naturally suppressed:

where both signs can occur depending on the details of the modelwhere both signs can occur depending on the details of the model..
This  leads to solutions of the formThis  leads to solutions of the form

So the wave function is attracted or repelled from our So the wave function is attracted or repelled from our branebrane..



Note that this attraction/repulsion uses the fact that our Note that this attraction/repulsion uses the fact that our branebrane is veryis very
special:  The very assumption that it is decoupled from the restspecial:  The very assumption that it is decoupled from the rest of theof the
bulk implies that it is highly positively curved.  In the case obulk implies that it is highly positively curved.  In the case of repellingf repelling
this naturally leads to hierarchy because the wave function is rthis naturally leads to hierarchy because the wave function is repelledepelled
from our from our branebrane, leading to very small Yukawa couplings:, leading to very small Yukawa couplings:





What masses does one get for neutrinos?What masses does one get for neutrinos?

Answer:Answer: There are two possible mechanisms,  One is based on theThere are two possible mechanisms,  One is based on the
Same mechanism employed to explain the hierarchically small     Same mechanism employed to explain the hierarchically small     term:term:
Namely since the right handed neutrinos are on the normal matterNamely since the right handed neutrinos are on the normal matter curvecurve
we have  an exponential suppression term for the wave function lwe have  an exponential suppression term for the wave function leadingeading
to a small Yukawa coupling for to a small Yukawa coupling for 

Dirac massDirac mass H_uH_u L NL N

Note that this leads to a Dirac mass for the neutrino which can Note that this leads to a Dirac mass for the neutrino which can bebe
estimated as follows:  Assuming the suppression is the same as testimated as follows:  Assuming the suppression is the same as thathat
for the      term  for the      term  

<X> <X> H_uH_u H_dH_d



In the second scenario, we can assume that the wave functionIn the second scenario, we can assume that the wave function
for the right handed neutrino is not repelled, but attractedfor the right handed neutrino is not repelled, but attracted
to our to our branebrane.  In this case, we get a modified seesaw type.  In this case, we get a modified seesaw type
mechanism:mechanism:


